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the Sl 90 meetS the growing market need for preSSure-
SenSitive Self-adheSive labelS and cold-glued paper labelS.

SL 90
For self-adhesive 
and cold-glued paper labels
Ideal for high speeds, the SL 90 is a rotary labeler designed with 
labeling modules for maximum flexibility in applying labels to all kinds 
of packaging. 

Optional features
Various infeed/outfeed conveyor 
configurations
Missing label detection/inspection 
system
Spare and wear parts for 2,000, 
4,000 or 6,000 operating hours
Coding systems

-

-

-

-

Automatic label magazine            
for cold-glue labeling station
Non-stop master-slave               
self-adhesive labeling system
Pressurization system to label 
empty plastic containers.

-

-

-

viSion SyStem 

Vision system for electronic container 
orientation.
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Self-adhesive 
labeling station
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Cold glue 
labeling station
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Model Carousel Modules*
Self-Adhesive 
Labeling Station

Cold Glue 
Labeling Station

Bottle Output

Ø mm Head Pitch mm N. N.*** Model
Label
Min/Max L.

Model
Label
Min/Max L.

Min/Max ØØ Min/Max H. bph

SL 90 F65 42T 1920 42 143.6 4 3 HS 150 30-115 6/7/145 20-145 50-125 150-370 54,000**

SL 90 F65 48T 1920 48 125.7 4 3 HS 150 30-95 8/8/130 20-130 50-110 150-370 65,000**

SL 90 F65 54T 1920 54 111.7 4 3 HS 150 30-80 8/9/110 20-110 50-95 150-370 72,000**

** Subject to machine configuration and/or bottle and label type and size. *** When bottle orientation is required or requested.

Technical features

* Each module can accept either one or two self-adhesive labeling stations (master-slave system) or only one cold glue labeling station.

completely 
automated             
and acceSSible

The SL90 has continuous throughput, 
and it automatically controls the flow 
of containers entering and exiting the 
machine. The containers are picked 
up from the conveyor by a screw 
feeder, which sets them at the right 
pitch, and they are then transferred 
by the infeed starwheel to the bottle 
carousel. After being labeled, the 
containers are transferred to the 
outfeed starwheel which places them 
on the outfeed conveyor.

Flexible layout

The container handling module (bottle 
infeed and outfeed) can be configured 
depending on the available space.   
In addition to the in-line configuration, 
t he  mach ine  can  be  i ns ta l l ed                  
in parallel or in other layouts.

guaranteed    
preciSion               
and Final quality

A vision system with several cameras, 
positioned at the first section of the 
main carousel, detects the containers 
and via the container platform 
servomotor drive systems, it ensures 
that even the most complex formats 
are perfectly positioned.

All cameras are in a box located 
outside the carousel for easy 
access and calibration
The lighting system is in a separate 
box positioned inside the carousel 
to provide uniform light             
with no unwanted reflections
High accuracy in container 
positioning
Suitable for glass and PET           
as well other transparent container 
materials.

-

-

-

-

Simple                  
uSer-Friendly       
deSign 

The SL 90’s simple ergonomic design 
makes it very accessible and easy    
to maintain. 

Robust carousel transmission    
and machine structure:

  no gears or pulley in the main 
machine (linear motor drive 
technology)
  direct motor drives for container 
handling
  servomotor-driven container 
platforms 

Simple and quick set-up procedure 
for container changeovers
Predictive maintenance due          
to reduced use of traditional 
mechanical drive systems 
Adjustments via HMI.

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Flexibility

Partial labels can be applied        
on both round and irregularly 
shaped containers
Very fast format changeovers. 

SuStainability

Higher energy efficiency thanks     
to the drastic reduction                 
of mechanical transmission
Operating costs are low             
and energy savings are obtained 
thanks to fast, efficient cleaning 
operations 
Low noise levels thanks to the use 
of servomotors.

eaSy to uSe

Stainless steel structure easily 
washed with pressurized water
Simple and robust design
Self-centering and self-aligning 

-

-

-

-

-

-

-
-

The labeling process

pivots to facilitate the interface     
with the carousel
Module frames can be adapted     
to the slope of the floor by means 
of special fixed tilting feet;           
in the self-adhesive configuration, 
the labeling stations can be aligned 
independently.

-

acceSSibility

The patented Sidel safety guards are 
pneumatically assisted with inde-
pendent opening possibilities
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1 Container infeed

7

Labeled bottle 
outfeed 

3 Carousel

4Labeling module 

6 Self-adhesive labeling station 
(cold glue version also available)

2 Vision system

5 Safety guards
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Pressure-sensitive self-adhesive labels 
are widely used on a number of 
container types and sizes, both in the 
beverage and non-beverage industries. 
These resistant labels offer flexibility 
in terms of design and creativity.

For beverage companies in search    
of both high speed and reliability,    
the new Sidel self-adhesive labeling 
station is the most complete solution 
in terms of technology, robustness 

and reliability. The completely auto-
matic self-adhesive labeling station is 
ideal for low/medium to high speeds 
as well as high-quality placement      
of transparent “no-label look” labels. 
The labeling station guarantees 
precision of application and user-
f r iendly adjustment for  an array           
of bottle shapes and sizes.

increaSed eFFiciency 
and SimpliFied 
maintenance 

Ergonomic design of the labeling 
station with easy operator access 
to the following modules:

label film roll unwinder driven     
by servomotor
label film roll air tensioning
synchronized push-pull label 
forward motion system 

-

-

-
-

label dispensing blade
empty film roll rewind system 
driven by servomotor

The non-stop master-slave labeling 
system allows automatic label roll 
changeover and therefore 
continuous label distribution with 
no downtime or speed reduction 
Changeover of the label roll on    
the adhesive labeling unit has been 
greatly simplified with a clip-in/out 
shaft system 

-
-

-

-

Self-adhesive 
labeling station  

The compact self-adhesive 
labeling station design enables   
the operator to control the entire 
labeling process, while format 
changeovers and maintenance 
procedures are very simple.

Flexibility

Label application on the container 
can be adjusted electronically 
Simple change through HMI to 
separate the master-slave function 
and apply two different labels 
instead of one type of label.

reliability              
and accuracy

Designed and manufactured to 
distribute labels at high speeds, this 
labeling station reduces the risk       
of film breakage and handles thin 
labels thanks to:

highly efficient system for label 
support tensioning by means       
of air; no stress on the labels 
under all conditions because       
of an “air dancer” 

-

-

-

-

synchronized push-pull forward 
label motion process provides 
increased label stability and control 
even at high speeds, stress         
on the labels can be reduced     
due to optimized acceleration/de-
celeration ramps.

high-preciSion     
top-quality labeling

Rotation of the container during 
label application and stretching 
Optimized label stretching reduces 
the risk of wrinkles and bubbles
High label adhesion on the bottle
Excellent “no-label look”. 

-

-

-

-

-
-

SuStainability

Low label material wastage   
thanks to precision label 
application and stretching
Low noise levels with the air 
dancer instead of a mechanical 
dancer for label film tension control
Environmentally friendly, highly 
efficient short cleaning times
Capable of running wash-off     
self-adhesive labels for returnable 
glass bottles
Capable of applying thin labels. 

-

-

-

-

-
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rolladheSive 

This labeling station is also used by the Rolladhesive 
labeler, a non-modular machine dedicated solely  
to applying self-adhesive labels.
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The cold glue labeling station applies 
precut paper or metal foil labels         
on the body, back and neck/shoulder 
of various container formats at medium 
to high speeds. 

Its main features are user-friendliness, 
neat design, rational construction 
and great flexibility. The structure 

guarantees high reliability even under 
extreme product ion condit ions       
(24-hour operation, high tempera-
tures, etc.).

increaSed eFFiciency 
and SimpliFied 
maintenance 

Ergonomic design of the labeling 
station with easy operator access
The cold glue labeling station 
design with a compact footprint 
enables the operator to control   

-

-

the entire labeling process         
and ensures simple format 
changeovers and maintenance 
procedures
Stainless steel structure             
with anti-corrosion treatment
Internal pulley and belt drive 
Lubrication with sealed gaskets 
plus spray-proof mazes.

-

-
-

Cold glue 
labeling station  

reliability, accuracy 
and Flexibility

Suitable for high speeds
Horizontal positioning of the labels 
on containers can be adjusted     
via HMI 
Interaxial adjustment of the glue-
pallet roller to guarantee precise 
glue dosage. 

-
-

-

SuStainability

Low label material wastage    
thanks to precision label   
application and stretching
Environmentally friendly, highly 
efficient short cleaning times.

-

-
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cold glue 

This labeling station is also used by the Cold Glue labeler, a non-modular 
machine dedicated solely to applying precut labels with cold glue.


